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GROWSHEET MEDIA PERFORMANCE 

The lion’s share of your marketing budget is spent on media, which means it’s essential to maximize the effect of media in 
order to grow. This tool lets you determine the current media performance index of your campaign. It’s a reality check that 
gives you real options to work on for growth. Just assign points to the seven KPIs and enter the scores in the radar plot. 
Where does your media strategy still have room to grow?

BENCHMARK BRAND AND ACTIVATION (60-40 RULE) 
The way you allocate your budget across various media types depends on your objectives and the height of your budget. It’s 
useful to map how all brands in your segment are allocated across media types. Try to look at data from the past years and 
analyse seasonal trends. Add the sales figures of competing brands and deduct the average and the worst and best players.

Look how successful brands in your category allocate their budgets. Over decades successful campaigns showed a 
60-40 budget allocation to brand and activation channels.

Despite the surge of the digital age, the average budget allocation of 60% to branding channels and 40% to activation 
channels doesn’t differ much from previous years in the UK. Almost all successful campaigns are based on this ratio. A 
database with more than a thousand campaign cases with detailed budget allocation data and sales results like the IPA for the 
UK, is unfortunately lacking in many countries.

REACH THE MARKET
If you want more people to buy your brand’s products at a fixed (high) price, reach is important. It’s best to focus on the 
entire market and not exclusively on current customers or prospects that are already at an advanced stage in their consumer 
journey. This may seem like a waste, because not everyone you’ll reach will buy your brand in the short term. It does, however, 
increase the chance that they will choose your brand when they make a purchase in your category in the future.

By reaching all buyers in the market you realize more sales and work on profit growth over time.

A good reach strategy lets you influence large groups of category buyers who, over time (campaigns of six months to three 
years), will buy your brand’s products more than before. In addition, these buyers will be prepared to pay the fixed (high) price, 
which will see your profits grow. Of course, you also want to improve the customer lifetime value, but the main thing you need 
for growth is more customers.

MAXIMIZE NET REACH 
The effect of advertising is the greatest just after the first contact. The medium type and the quality and relevance of the 
ad determine how an impact it has. Additional impact starts to decrease after the second and third contact. To effect brand 
growth, you want to reach as many category buyers as possible, but it isn’t always possible do so on just one medium.

Brand growth is built by increasing net reach: start with the largest medium type and continue by adding other 
channels.

Make sure you don’t forget to optimize your net reach per medium. On TV, for example, you can reach the ‘light viewers’ 
between eight and eleven in the evening, as well as the ‘medium and heavy viewers’, who also watch tv during the day and at 
night. Primetime ads deliver greater net reach and balance its many, ineffective moments of contacts with heavy viewership. 
The costs per ad are indeed slightly higher, but the costs per effect are much lower.

SPREAD CONTACTS OVER TIME 
The number of times you manage to reach your target audience with your campaign is called media pressure and is always 
linked to a period of time. Media pressure and time determine extent of the effect you realize with your flight or campaign. 
If your pressure is too low over a certain period of time, your campaign won’t be noticed, but if it’s too high, your points of 
contact won’t add extra growth. Both cases constitute a waste, because it means your costs per effect are unnecessarily high.

Short-term campaigns with high media pressure (bursting) alone, don’t contribute to brand growth.

If you have too many contacts per day or per week, you’ll overfeed your audience. The decline in impact after the 4th, or even 
the 10th contact is negligible, but the costs definitely aren’t. You’ll maximize learning effects if you maintain a certain interval 
between two contacts. Picking a smart contact strategy will help you increase the effect of your investment, building stronger 
memory structures and refreshing them more effectively. 
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BALANCE CONTINUOUS REACH, ACTIVATION AND CONVERSION
Balancing media investments between conversion and activation campaigns is what almost every marketer is familiar with. 
Also every marketer knows how conversion rates change when activation flights are ‘live’ and when a saturation point occurs in 
extra CTR or conversions. This is all about managing short term sales volumes. For real brand growth however, we have to add 
an important layer: continuous reach.

Continuous reach is the essential part of your media strategy for brand growth and can be executed in a mass 
media dripping strategy.

Some marketing communications are solely focused on ‘intent’. Comparison sites, owned websites, search engines and social 
media allow us to follow and (re)approach individuals. However, you’ll be much more effective if you’re already available in their 
memory, even before they start their orientation process. Continuous reach works before and during the purchase process, 
ensuring volume growth and better conversion rates. Nudging the masses over time will do the trick.

REPEAT EFFECTIVELY
After three contacts, the additional impact of repeated contact with the same ad is very low. This is partly because our 
attention automatically filters out what we already know, but this process of ‘screening out’ won’t be activated if the same 
message reaches us via different media types or if it’s packaged in different types of content. The brain will experience the 
same message as if it’s a new one.

When using the same message, it pays to use a range of media types and content forms in order to grow a larger 
mental market share.

A great example is the Dutch Postcode Lottery, where TV, radio, print, outdoor, online, dm, e-dm and a landing page all convey 
the same message: play along to win a big prize. Besides advertising on TV, the Postcode Lottery also communicates with 
branded content on TV, such as in the programs Koffietijd, Miljoenenjacht, Kanjers van Goud (RTL4) and Eén tegen 100 (NPO 1).

LIGHT BUYERS * LIGHT MEDIA USERS
Census data and single-source research can provide insight into the combination of buying and media behavior. It’s important 
to realize that not everyone will enter the market and potentially buy your brand. Moreover, the media behaviour of category 
users is often different from that of the non category buyer, but media behaviour among buyers of competing brands is quite 
similar.

Media investments geared at light buyers and light media users make the greatest contribution to brand growth.

Light category buyers represent volume and that’s where growth comes from. Light media users make up one third to a half of 
your potential customers and are often not reached enough. Focus on them with mass media (TV, radio, outdoor) to increase 
your net reach. Take this as the basis for your media strategy and media plan for brand growth.
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